
Question

How does the student benefit for having more than the required 
credits to graduate?
Hello, is there a way to specify AP Euro History as first choice, and if 
he doesn't get that, then to specify AP World History as his second 
choice for an AP History class?

My son last year requested some AP classes but didn’t get his 
choices so he was left with few AP classes to take. What is the best 
strategy to avoid this happening when requesting AP classes this 
year.
Can Chorus satisfy the 10 tech requirement?

what percentage of graduates get the Stuy endorsement

No one gets 8 PE, right?
Are AP course weighted differently in the average? Thanks

for 11th grade, can orchestra satisfy music appreciation?
Are sophomores allowed comp sci? i was thinking it’s juniour year. 
Thank yoyu
Is there honors AP precalc or are all precalc APs without honors
Sorry, when do one take AP Physics?



Mr Dillon - can you please elaborate on your comment that Gov and 
Econ DO NOT count towards the social studies requirement — 
perhaps I heard wrong. thanks!
Is it possible to take AP Pre-Calc or honors Pre-Calc, AND AP Calc 
AB/BC on the SAME Year, 11th grade?

Can parents see what AP classes their kids have requested in Talos?
Sorry, clarifying question does 7 term of chorus satify the “2” 10-
tech requirement?
Do regents taken in middle school count toward the requirement for 
Regents Diploma with Advanced Regents Designation?  Example: 
Living Environment Regents count as a "Life Science" in the 
Advanced Regents Designations?

What classes have Drafting as a pre-req?
If a student takes Regents Physics exam on their own without taking 
the actual class, will it be recognized and will the student be allowed 
to take AP Physics afterwards?
Is the LOTE language exam required to get the Stuyvesant or 
Advanced Regents Diploma?  Thank you.

What is the maximum number of AP courses a student is allowed to 
self-study and take? Can they self-study for 2 AP courses?
Is there a submission button on Talo? Or the students just need to 
list their preferences of courses on Talo?
How do students know which regents they're taking?



My kid has many AP's on wait list but he's only allowed to pick one. 
Can he rank a few choices?
is ZQT10 only for school athlete?
when do ZGT10 forms need to be submitted?
Should/can we fill a ZQT10 even if we dont know whether our child 
would make it on the team they are trying out for?
Is there a way for a Juniors to take Drafting & 3D (as an elective) if 
they did not take it as a Sophomore? The Excel says only 
Sophomores are eligible but then this class is a pre-req. for 
Architecture later on.

i have a student who participate in sports club outside school, can 
10th period be requested free?
Do 504 services have to be requested at the start of each year, or 
once they’re granted, do they stay in place ?
Are electives built into 10 periods?
Can you take Spanish Theme if you have already taken AP Spanish in 
your junior year?

Where is the Course Catalog available to read/download?
Do seniors get preference?
How many free periods should a sophomore try to have or expect to 
have?
How can I tell if I have taken a regents or not?
Can student in G11 take AP Economics which is offered in G12, if he 
is very interested in those?

What is the difference between ap chem in sophomore year “with 
regents” than taking ap chem in junior year?



my child is not planning on participating in fall term sports but in 
winter term. does he need to submit ZQT10 
 now?
Hi, If the student grades go up by the end of they year, can they 
(based on the new ap limit) register to more ap exams then they were 
able before ?
What is the AP limit?
Does Physics class have a lab requiring another period (like chem). 
All sciences?
What year do students need to take Music Appreciation if they don’t 
take it Freshman year?
Regarding the waitlist designation for Sophomore AP Chemistry, is 
the 2nd term Geometry grade considered during final 
placement/selection?  Also, how would a student come off said 
waitlist?
Do we fill out the ZQT10 form at this time just for fall sports—or for 
winter (other seasons) as well? Student plans to try out for 
basketball (in winter).
For 10th grade, what is the difference between MKS21 CS 
Foundations and MKS21QA CS Foundations Annual 1 of 2? Do they 
impact the opportunity to take other CS or engineering courses 
later? Thanks!

When students who meet GPA qualifications apply for an AP class, 
once they have passed that threshold, how do you select among 
them - it is random, by overall GPA, by subject  GPA/grade, by a 
recommendation or a by a combination of the above?
Does AP Spanish count towards the AP limit if it would be the third 
year of language at Stuyvesant?



My daughter is a rising senior who will do bio regeneron. Should she 
take AP statistics or AP Calc BC. the latter is more rigorous but trying 
to see if AP stats is more helpful for reserach in regeron
For physics courses, what is the qualificatin to take AP Physics 1 or 2 
OR AP Physics C in 12th grade?

Is the AP selection form binding?
What are the options for 10th grade math if one took geometry in 9th 
grade?

If a student has successfully taken Physics in another school and 
Regents, will they be allowed to take AP Physics? My daughter was 
told today that she would have to take Physics again as a junior.
Clarifying Q for Principal Yu - “Participation in Government and 
Economics do count toward graduation requirements in Social 
Studies”.  — so why are these two courses listed as part of the 
respnse: “the 8 total credits that are needed in Social Studies: 4 
credits in Global; 2 credits in US History; 1 credit in Participation in 
Gov’t; and 1 credit in Economics.”

if a student is allowed say 2 APs and they chose 2 but only get 1 how 
can they go back and request a second AP?
which course grades are on the transcript to colleges during the 
college application? for example, orchestra, PE?

What is the 10 Tech requirement?



If a student is qualified to apply for 4 APs but they choose only 2, 
would it have any impact for their AP quotas in the later semesters?
If a current sophomore chooses AP Macroeconomics, does he need 
to choose AP microeconomics now or will there be a chance to 
choose it in the fall?

does social sicence regeneraon research count as a sceine class?
can a 10th grader take AP chem AND AP environ sci?

Can students audit courses like Linear Algebra?
If a student isn’t in honors math as a sophmore, is it realistically 
possible to take either Calc AB or BC as a junior?
Hi. What is the minimum number of APs required for Stuy 
endorsement?
Can student take AP Economics in G11, if he is not interested in 
taking the 3 AP offered under science - AP Biology, AP Environmental 
Science, AP psychology?
you mention some classes that are often just filled with seniors. how 
do we know not to "waste" our AP slots on those? For e.g., my rising 
junior is interested in AP Psych but how do we know if it's one of the 
impossible except seniors to get into and therefore we should pick 
another more realistic AP.
Is history a requirement in 10th grade so AP Euro would apply to that 
requirement?
How much choir do you have to take to be excused from music 
appreciation?

can you list some common 10-tech courses?



Does it show on the student’s record if they drop an AP class?
Are APs decided solely on that subject's GPA or based on that 
specific class
are there many sections or few sections for AP African American 
History? If someone wants to take this in addition to another higher 
priority English AP, what's the likelihood?
Do you have to apply for AP precalc honors separately?
If the student granted all AP courses and an elective course, can the 
student drop a course later if he or she chooses to do so?
if a student took 2 semesters of comp sci as a sophmore, could they 
take drafting in junior year? and if they can then what would the 
chance be that they get in?
If a sophomore is taking Mando III, can he take AP Mando in Senior 
year and skip language course in Junior year?
Can student take AP foreign language class, but not rank it?
If a child passed the Regents in Geometry in middle school, can he 
expect to be admitted to AP Chemistry in 10th grade?
what classes do not count towards GPA for determining # of APs to 
apply for? Not clear what GPA is from report card/talos
Does the average grade for AP classes refer to the previous years or 
only the first half semester?
Does AP Bio taken in freshman year count towards the senior 
science elective?
Would a 2nd Sci class (eg AP Sci on top of Honors Sci) count as an 
Elective?
For a rising senior who has taken calculus bc the year before, do they 
have to select AP  statistics, or will it be automatically assigned to 
them?



Did Mr. Dillon say that there are 2 different AP psychology exams?
Why would someone take the Physics regents if they already took the 
Chemistry regents?
Can you drop an AP after term has started?
can we know in advance the teachers who will teach that courses in 
the fall semester?
So, if a Junior wants to take an AP Human Geography (it was not 
offered as an option to that class when they were incoming 
Freshmen), do they have to self-study for it or is there a way to take it 
at Stuy (Excel says available to Freshmen only)?
Regarding the waitlist designation for Sophomore AP Chemistry, is 
the 2nd term Freshman Geometry grade considered during final 
placement/selection?
Are AP World History and AP European History one-semester or two-
semester courses? Can a student take them both in their sophomore 
year?
if I do not think it is likely for me to get an AP course I want to apply 
to, is it worth it for me to still list it on the form (if I want to take the 
maximum I can)?
What is the 241 Course Catalog?

Does Stuyvesant cover AP fees for automatic enrollments like AP pre-
calc?
Is there an AP physics class offered at Stuy?
if someone wants to take the once a year allowed AP doing self 
study, is that in addition to the AP limit allowed?
If there is only one term semester course, what the student will get in  
the next semester? A free period instead?



Answer
There are two types of diplomas - Regents and Advanced Regents. Most students across 
New York City earn a Regents diploma, which is the 44 credits and 5 Regents 
examinations. Stuyvesant students typically earn an Advanced Regents, which are 
additional credits and 9 Regents examinations. The Stuy endorsement is aligned with the 
Advanced Regents diploma. We believe the additional credits/exams better prepares our 
students for postsecondary as well as make them more competitive candidates for 
colleges.

Currently, you cannot list a ranking for AP social studies courses within a ranked choice.

This answer depends upon multiple factors and is not uniform to all students. If a student 
is ranking AP courses that typically go to upperclassmen when they are not one, they are 
reducing chances of getting that AP; if they are choosing AP courses where their GPA is at 
the minimum, they may be losing spots to those with higher GPAs; these are just a couple 
of examples. Guidance shoudl be sought from a school counselor individually
7 terms of chorus would satisfy the 10-tech requirement for the Stuy endorsement.

Typically 90% or higher of the cohort earn an Advanced Regents, which is closely aligned 
with the Stuy endorsement and proxy for number of students earning the endorsement.
Not sure what you mean — 8 terms of PE is a requirement of New York State for a HS 
diploma. 100% of students must fulfill 8 terms of PE which equals 4 credits.
No. There aer no extra weights given to any AP or honors courses.
No. It is a different requirement. 7 terms of Orchestra fulfills the 10-tech requirement for 
the Stuy endorsement; not the music app graduation requirement.
Intro to Comp Sci whether one or two terms are genrally taken in sophomore year. AP 
comp sci is generally a junior class.
There is an AP Honors PreCalc course in addition to the aP Precalc course.
Physics or AP Physics is generally an upperclassman course



Participation in Government and Economics do count toward graduation requirements in 
Social Studies. Eight total credits are needed in Social Studies: 4 credits in Global; 2 
credits in US History; 1 credit in Participation in Gov’t; and 1 credit in Economics.
It is posssilbe to request the double course. See the requirements in the course 
descriptions.
We don’t have that ability at this time, but we can share it with you on our end if you have 
questions once it’s already submitted.
There is only ONE 10-tech (two semesters) required. the other is a 5-tech (one semester). 
7 terms of chorus satisfies the 10-tech requirement.

Yes, Living Environnment regents, Algebra and US history regents are all counted if taken 
in 8th grade; not 7th.
Please view the course spreadsheet in the instructions for programming or the course 
catalog in Talos.
Students cannot take science regents without taking the course becuase there is a set lab 
hour requirement by NY State that cannot be satisifed to take the regents without taking 
the course and passing the lab class.

Yes.
Students cannot 'self study' for AP courses for credit on a transcript. Stuy allows students 
to request one additional AP exam (not course) than that which correspond to the AP 
courses they are already enrolled in. they may self study to take that exam if approved; but 
it does not grant course credit; only an exam score.

No; just enter the choices.
Regents correspond to "regents" courses. See the counselor if you are unsure.



If a student is only permitted to take one AP course, he may choose one that comes up as 
waitlist, but is more likely to be granted one that the qualifies for and should coose that.
Yes. the form should only be used for students that will join a PSAL sports team.
The deadline is 5/23. Find the form in the Weekly Update.

Yes; if they are trying out for a team, they should fill it out.

Sophomores take drafting. It's a one semester course. Afterwards, they may request the 
other electives that require drafting as a pre-req.
We typically cannot fulfill this request because there are many many students who have 
outside teams or extra curriculars they would also request this for and it’s impossible to 
accommodate them all fairly.

504 has to be renewed annually.
All classes must be built into a student’s schedule that occur periods 1-10

You may list that as an elective choice and be considered.
The course catalog is viewable on Talos and a link provided in the Weekly Update, the 
programming instructions email and on the Talos blog.
Upperclassman are generally given priority for course choices.
Having free peioeds is not a goal; it's a result of programming constraints. We strive to not 
have gaps but cannot provide 10 peiods to every students of classes. 
Look at your Transcript.

Generally only if there is space and seniors are given priority.
One culminates with a regents exam and the AP exam; the other only has the AP Exam 
taken. This is generally for the sophomores qualifiying for AP chem who also need the NYS 
regents requirement.



Yes.

If grades improve, and there are seats avialble, they may request available APs during 
program changes and be considered.
This is dependent upon the overall GPA. See the requirments in the presentation.

Yes.

Grade 11

Course placement now is based on Fall term 2023.

Fall/Winter

One is a one term course, the other is a full year course. Studnets who take a full year of 
Intro CS have a lower grade requirment to apply for AP CS.

Overall GPA dictates the number of AP courses they can take; subject GPA determines 
plaement in specific APs.
No. If a student needs a third year and that third year is AP language; it does not count 
toward their AP limit.



This is dependent upon their choice.
Please review the requirements in the spreadsheet provided with programming 
instructions
Students received the the list of AP courses they are approved for on 5/24. At that time, if 
they no longer wish to take an AP course, they may drop it. If they allow it to stay and are 
programmed for the Fall, the expectation is that they remain in the classes they took a 
seat in,

The next course in sequence is Algebra 2

They still need to meet the requirements in addition to the credit they earned for taking 
Physics and the regents in another school. The course would have to appear on their 
transcript. IE, no credit for courses that are not on the transcript.

Participation in Gov’t and Economics are required. Typical sequence is: 9th & 10th grade = 
Global History; 11th grade = US History; 12th grade = Participation in Gov’t and 
Economics.
They would have opportunitiy during program changes. The number of AP courses a 
student MAY apply for is not a number of AP courses that a student is "entitled" to nor are 
there guarantees they would get that number of APs; it's just the max number they may 
apply for.

All courses are on the transcript to colleges.
10-tech is two terms of a technology course (a full year sequence). This requirement is for 
the Stuyvesant endorsement on the diploma.



No. The number of APs a student may apply to is based upon their overall GPA; not their 
choice history.

Both courses are senior APs; sophomores selecting them would not likely be placed.

No; it's social studies based.
Theoretically if there is space in their schedule for all of them and if approved.
Students must have teacher permission to audit a course during a free period and do not 
receive course credit.

Yes; it's based upon GPA; not honors track

AP courses do not factor into the Stuy endorsement requirements at all.

Students may only select the AP courses that are in their drop down menus in Talos; not 
alternates.

If an AP states that seniors are given priority placement, and they are a junior, they should 
seek guidance from their school counselor on whether they would be placed as a junior 
and know that it is less likely.
Yes; 4 years of social studies is required and AP history courses can fulfill that 
requirement

You cannot be excused from music appreciation through music ensemble courses.
woodworking, architecture, 3D Art & Design; see the spreadsheet sent with the 
instructions.



Only courses with final grades are on the transcript. If a student drops an AP course 
(rarely) midyear but completes the fall semester, the fall grade will appear on the 
transcript thus making it apparent the course was dropped.

GPA
AP African American History is a pilot course, thus not more than two sections. Students 
are required to take social studies and english annually; there are far more AP English 
sections than the new African American History AP currently.
Yes.
Students can drop APs they are approved for starting 5/24 through 6/3 or during program 
changes in the Fall

Yes; they will be prioritized for drafting because it is a requirement of the Stuy 
endorsement

Yes. AP would be the next in sequence and a requirement for the stuy endorsement.
No; not unless it's the third in the required sequence for the student

It's based ontranscript  scores; not just taking the exam

It's all courses taken at Stuvyesant that count in the "Stuy GPA" for AP placement

It's cumulative

No.

Yes.

They must make a selection for Math; deoesn't have to be AP Stats



Yes; one is social studies based and one is science based; they have two different course 
codes
Because of the NY State diploma requirements. You take living environment, chemistry 
and physics regents
In some cases

No. 

They cannot take the course, but they may self study for the AP Exam; no course credit is 
provided.

Only during program changes in the Fall; we do not have the grade for Spring to consider 
now.

All but a rare few AP courses are one year courses which includes both you questioned

Do not list courses you are not interested in taking to just fill your schedule with APs.
the spreadsheet in the instructions
Stuy does not cover AP exam fees for any student; the NYC DOE offers waivers for 
qualifying low income families based on the answers to the family income inquiry form for 
that year.
Yes, typically to seniors who passed Honors Physics during 11th grade.

Yes - not related.

They would submit selections in the Spring Term selection process


